
EMF - Why Train-and-Select When You Can Use Them All: Ensemble Model for
Fault Localisation

Learn-to-rank techniques have been successfully applied to fault localisation to produce ranking models that place faulty program
elements at or near the top. Genetic Programming has been successfully used as a learning mechanism to produce highly effective
ranking models for fault localisation. However, the inherent stochastic nature of GP forces its users to learn multiple ranking models and
choose the best performing one for the actual use. This train-and-select approach means that the absolute majority of the computational
resources that go into the evolution of ranking models are eventually wasted. We introduce EMF, which is a learn-to-rank fault
localisation technique that utilises all trained models to improve the accuracy of localisation even further. EMF ranks program elements
using a lightweight, voting-based ensemble of ranking models. We evaluate EMF using 389 real-world faults in Defects4J benchmark.
EMF can place 30.1% more faults at the top when compared to the best performing individual model from the train-and-select approach.
We also apply Genetic Algorithm (GA) to construct the best performing ensemble. Compared to naively using all ranking models, GA
generated ensembles can localise further 9.2% more faults at the top on average.

Experimental Settings

Benchmarks

We use 389 faults from Defects4J.

Evaluation Metrics

acc@n

acc@n counts the number of faults localised within top n elements. If there are more than one element responsible for the fault, 
we use the one ranked the highest to compute acc@n.

wef*

wef* is a modified version of a evaluation metric wef, which counts the number of non-faulty program elements that developers
have to examine before meeting the faulty one. 
Unlike wef, which is measured against all faults in the data set, wef* is measure against only the faults voted at least once
(candidates)

nfc

wef* alone does not reflect whole localisation effectiveness, as EMF may be entirely missing a fault from its final result of
candidate ranking.
To complement wef*, we measure how frequently EMF succeeds to include the actual faulty elements in its ranking, using nfc.
Summing up,
nfc counts the number of faults that are also candidates.



Comparison between EMF and the Train-and-Select Approach

We compare EMF with three different voting schemes to the best ranking model from the train-and-select approach. The three voting
schemes are:

EMFB: One vote to all (default)
EMFT: Vote inversely proportional to the number of tied program element
EMFR: Vote proportional to the rank

Evaluation results of EMFB, EMFT, and EMFR with k = 1, 3, and 5

Histogram of the number of faults localised at each rank (x axis)

Generally, EMF outperforms the best performing model selected from the train-and-select approach (BEST), placing more faults at the
top. EMFT and EMFR improve the effectiveness of EMF even further.



Ensemble Construction

Greedy algorithm and Genetic Algorithm (GA) have been used to construct the ensembles that outperform the entire pool of ranking
model. We use random ensemble construction as baseline.

Ensemble Construction with Greedy Algorithm

Ensemble Construction with Genetic Algorithm (GA)



Random Ensemble Construction

Histogram of the number of faults localisation at each rank (x axis)

GA_TIE_k and GA_RANK_k represent EMFT and EMFR with ensemble construction, respectively.
Overall, GA formulates more effective ensembles, pushing up faults placed at lower ranks to higher ranks.
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